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ABSTRACT
Amino acid-amino acid interaction energies have been
derived from crystal structure data for a number of
years. Here Is reported the first derivation of normal
ized relative Interaction from binding data for each of
the four bases interacting with a specific amino acid
utilizing data from combinatorial multiplex DNA blnO:
ing of zinc finger domains [Desjarlais, J. R. and Berg,
J. M. (1994} Proc. Nat/. Acad. Sci. USA, 91,
11099-11103]. The five strongest interactions are
observed for lysine-guanine, lysine-thymine, argi
nine-guanine, aspartic acid-cytosine and asparagine
adenine. These rankings for interactions with the four
bases appear to be related to base-amino acid partial
charges. Also, similar normalized relative interaction
energies are derived by using DNA binding data for Cro
and A. repressors and the R2R3 c-Myb protein domain
[Takeda, Y., Sarai, A. and Rivera, V. M. (1989) Proc. Nat/.
Acad. Sci. USA, 86, 439-443; Saral, A. and Takeda, Y.
(1989) Proc. Nat/. Acad. Sci. USA, 86, 6513-6517;
Ogata, K. et a/. (1995) submitted]. These energies
correlate well with the combinatorial multiplex en
ergies, and the strongest cases are similar between the
two sets. They also correlate well with similar relative
interaction energies derived directly from frequencies
of bases In the bacteriophage A. operator sequences.
These results suggest that such potentials are general
and that extensive combinatorial binding studies can
be used to derive potential energies for DNA-protein
interactions.
INTRODUCTION
The interactions between DNA and proteins are critical to gene
expression and regulation, and ofsignificant importance for possible
therapeutic strategies. The effects of mutagenesis on binding to
DNA have been extensively studied for several proteins in several
ways. The binding constants were reported by Takeda et al. for
Cro (1) and by Sarai and Takeda for A. repressor (2) as well as by
Sarai for transcription activator c-Myb (3). These were deter
mined for sets ofexhaustive single base substitutions in the native
DNA sequences based on the corresponding three-dimensional
structures determined from X-ray (4,5) and NMR (6).
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Desjarlais and Berg used combinatorial synthesis methods to
study the effects on binding of single base substitutions for an
extensive set of 18 zinc finger sequences (7). Each peptide is
composed of three 28-30 residue· zinc finger domains. They
constructed a DNA-zinc finger protein system, based on a crystal
struc~ (8}, in which the first and third of the zinc finger
domams had a fixed sequence, and the central zinc fmger
sequence was varied. As with the two flanking domains, the
central zinc fmger domain has three amino acids interacting with
three base-pairs of the DNA. For each of their 18 different amino
acid triplets, all possible substitutions of the three base pairs were
made. This constrained system was designed to ensure that the
intera~tions ofthe non- substituted bases remained intact. Length
encoding of the DNA was used in order to identify the relative
preferences of particular base-amino acid interactions from the
corresponding intensities observed on electrophoresis gels. Our
purpose in this paper is to compare the various data and to derive
normalized base-amino acid interaction energies from the
combinatorial binding studies and compare them to similarly
derived energies for Cro, A. repressor and c-Myb, as well as make
comparisons to energies derived from the operator sequences for
the two repressor proteins. The present study is structure based,
in that substitutions in DNA sequence are considered at sites
assumed to maintain the neighboring DNA-protein contacts in
the triplet. The comparisons here will show that such interaction
potentials are relatively independent of the specific DNA-protein
complex, and therefore ought to have some general validity for
evaluating other DNA-protein complexes.
Previously, the successful development by Miyazawa and
Jernigan ofstatistical potentials for interacting amino acid-amino
acid pairs was based on a set of globular protein crystal structures
(9,10). The approach there was simply to count the number of
close pairs of amino acids. These total frequencies, over large
numbers of protein structures, reflect the average likelihood of
interaction between the two types of amino acids, independent of
sequence and other structural details. In other words, if a
sufficiently large sample of protein structures is considered and the
backbones are sufficiently flexible then the distribution of
interactions will directly reflect their individual strengths, i.e., the
frequencies of non-bonded close residue pairs will reflect their
interaction energies. Thus, by forming the frequencies into
equilibrium constants, and by using a Boltzmann form of the
equilibrium constant, specific residue-residue type interaction
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energies were derived, as eu, for the interaction between an 1-type
and a J-type residue pair (9). The total energy for a protein can
then be described in terms of these pair-wise contact potentials as
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I,J= 1

X

where I and J are indices for each of the 20 types of amino acids
and TlfJ is the number of IJ contacts in the structure. These contact
energies resemble a set of pair-wise hydrophobicities (9,11 ). The
values have been used subsequently to reconstruct approximate
total energies for individual proteins, and shown to represent the
energetic effects of mutagenesis (10). The validity and utility of
this approach for interactions in globular proteins are well
established. Here we are going to apply similar methods to
DNA-protein interactions on the basis of the manifestations of
relative base preferences for given amino acids and will compare
apparent interaction energies derived from several sources. In the
present case, somewhat fewer assumptions are required than in
the intra-molecular protein case since the assumption of indepen
dent behavior is obviously more appropriate for binding between
two molecules than for the intra-molecular 'binding' case.
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Figure 1. Logarithms of the relative frequencies, i.e. relative energies, of
base--amino acid binding interactions derived from the combinatorial multiplex
binding data of Desjarlais and Berg (7) for zinc finger domains. The logarithms
are nonnalized for each set of four bases for one amino acid type. Data for the
amino acid type specified on the lower abscissa is all given between the dotted
vertical dividers. The order of bases is given along the top.

METHODS AND RESULTS
Relative interaction energies from multiplex binding
studies

greater possibility that the protein structure could be changed by
substitutions in the amino acid sequence.

The combinatorial multiplex DNA binding studies of zinc finger
protein domains include base type preferences for each of the
three positions interacting with peptide triplets (7). We use those
frequencies to derive relative interaction energies by first taking
the logarithms of the frequencies for all occurrences of a j-type
base interacting with an 1-type amino acid so that the interaction
energy e1j is in the form

1
where.flj is the sum over alll8 sets ofthe relative frequencies with
which a base type j interacts with all occurrences of a residue type
I. Some other similar data are available (12) that have not been
used in this study. For each of the four bases, the relative
interaction energies are then normalized as

2
These normalized relative interaction energies are shown in
Figure 1. Although these energies are presumed to correspond to
the proximate placement of an amino acid at a particular
nucleotide, there remains the possibility that structures might
change upon substitution. However, this assumption is strongly
supported by binding experiments that show that changes in AG
for a particular DNA-protein interaction determined from
binding studies can be reliably calculated simply as the sum of
individual interactions (1,2,7).
Analyses here will describe only relative changes as a result of
base substitutions. We choose to do this because data currently are
available for all four bases at particular positions, but not for all
20 amino acids (1-3,7). Furthermore, substitutions in the DNA
are extremely unlikely to disrupt the double helix, but there is a

Most favorable interactions
Previously specific favorable interactions between amino acids and
bases have been proposed. Several of the cases given by Seeman
et al. (13) are also found to be strong here. From Figure 1 the five
most favorable relative interaction energies are seen to involve
arginine, lysine, aspartic acid and asparagine. Interactions are
most favorable for guanine with arginine and lysine, and also for
thymine with lysine. (The data in ref. 12 also suggest relatively
strong interactions between arginine and thymine.) For those two
amino acid types the most preferred pairs for interaction are
guanine and thymine; whereas for aspartic acid, adenine and
cytosine are the preferred pairs for interaction. This suggests the
possible importance of conserving the 0 and N functional groups
of purines and pyrimidines at the same positions, 6 and 4
respectively, of the six-membered ring. These strongest prefer
ences can be explained by simple considerations ofpartial charge
interactions between amino acid side chains and base functional
groups in the major groove. The basic side chains of arginine and
lysine show marked preferences for guanine, which has two
negative charges accessible in the major groove at N7 and 06.
These significant preferences might be further favored because
these long side chains have a relatively high flexibility that might
be sufficient to achieve more favorable interactions. The acidic
side chain of aspartic acid shows a preference for cytosine, the
only base with a net positive charge (at the proton on N4)
accessible in the major groove. The asparagine has a side chain
with no net charge, but is polar, and it shows a preference for
adenine, which also shows no net charge in the major groove (at
N6andN7).
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Figure 2. Comparison of relative interaction energies (given as logarithms of frequencies) between different sets of data. Relative interaction energies determined
from combinatorial multiplex binding studies (connected by thick lines, without points, indexed on the right ordinate) with individual normalized relative energies
(thin lines, with points, indexed on the left ordinate) determined from the binding studies of Takeda et al. (1 ), Sarai and Takeda (2) and Ogata et al. (3). (A) Left. For
substituted consensus portion of ORl operator DNA bound to Cro protein. Right. For substituted portion of DNA bound to R2R3 region of c-Myb protein. (B) For
substituted consensus portion ORI operator DNA bound to A. repressor. Amino acids at fixed positions in the proteins are indexed along the abscissa as in refs 1-3.

Other relative interaction energies

There is some evidence that individual interactions involving a
single base-amino acid pair can be treated independently ofother
interactions. Desjarlais and Berg (7) found that experimentally
determined changes in AG for various triplet sequences could be
predicted from the combinatorial multiplex data by assuming
independence of the three base positions in the binding domain.
Similarly, free energies of binding for various mutants of OR 1 to
Cro and A. repressors were predicted by simply adding individual
changes in AG determined by single substitutions, suggesting that
the interactions between a single base and an amino acid can be
considered, to first approximation, to be independent ( 1,2,7). This
independence of interaction is utilized here and makes possible
calculations of base-amino acid energies from binding studies of
substituted DNA, based on the native interactions characterized
by X-ray and NMR, for Cro and A. repressors and the R2R3 region
of c-Myb protein.
An individual relative interaction energy of a j-type base with
a K-type amino acid of fixed position can be expressed in terms
of the change in AG as

where o refers to the native base and RT is given as 0.546 kcal/mol
(1-3). Each set of four bases is then normalized as in equation 2.
In Figure 2 are shown the comparisons between the relative
energies derived from the combinatorial multiplex binding data
and the relative interaction energies for ORl DNA binding to Cro
and A. repressors and DNA binding to the R2R3 c-Myb binding
domain. The combinatorial binding energies show a significant
correlation to these individual energies, although in many cases
the magnitudes of the individual interaction energies are larger
than those from the combinatorial multiplex data set. Notably, the
strongest interactions among the four bases are the same for both
the individual energies and the combinatorial multiplex energies,
and the overall trends are usually similar for both sets. Linear
regression plots for each set indicate slopes near 1 and intercepts
near 0, with correlation coefficients of 0.46 for Cro, 0.62 for

c-Myb and 0.32 for A. repressor. These results indicate that the
probability of any ofthe three data sets being random ( 14) is <0.1.
We then calculate the relative frequencies for each of the four
bases in the 19 sets of individual contacts shown in Figure 2. These
frequencies are then summed for each amino acid type and base
type and normalized as in equation 2. In Figure 3 we compare these
aggregate relative energies with those determined from combina
torial multiplex binding for the three sets of bases interacting with
arginine, lysine and asparagine. Except for aspartic acid interac
tions, which are not available, these include the four other strongest
interactions that were selected above for further inspection. Perfect
agreement would give a linear regression with a slope of 1 and a
zero intercept; here we report val\ll"...s of 0.74 and 0.20 x w-3,
respectively. The correlation coefficient of 0.51 for these 12 points
indicates the probability of being random (14) to be <0.1.
A corresponding set of relative interaction energies is derived
with equations 1 and2 from the frequencies of occurrences (1,2,15)
for each of the four bases in the six operators of bacteriophage A., for
Cro and A. repressors. The half-operator sequence frequencies
combined in ref. 15 have been used. Specillcation of base-amino
acid contacts relies on the two structures of the consensus
half-operators. In Figure 4 we compare these relative interaction
energies with the aggregate potentials derived above for Cro, A.
repressor and c-Myb. Linear regression indicates a slope of 1.2
and an intercept of 0.33 x 1o-3, with a correlation coefficient of
0.77. There is a clear and strong correlation between the two sets
of potentials, with similar strong interactions. These results
indicate a strong consistency between the experimental binding
constants and the sequence occurrences. In addition, the sequence
frequencies appear to reflect directly the DNA-protein interaction
energetics.
DISCUSSION

Comparison of sets of relative energies

The extent of correlation between the relative interaction energies
calculated from combinatorial multiplex binding of zinc fingers and
those derived from the more diverse set ofinteractions is noteworthy.
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This correlation supports several important conclusions. First,
simple considerations of electric charge can account for the most
favorable interaction cases, indicating that hydrophobic interac
tions are less important for this binding situation. This is not so
surprising since tbere are relatively few non-polar atoms presented
in the nucleic acid double helix grooves. Secondly, it appears that
physically relevant .interaction energies for base-amino acid
contacts can be empirically derived directly from combinatorial
binding studies with only minimal structure information.

Favorable interactions
The combinatorial multiplex potentials shown in Figure I indicate
the strongest base preferences to be between arginine-guanine,
lysine-guanine and lysine-thymine, and a similar pattern is noted
in the aggregate potentials in Figure 3. The most significant base
preferences for the residues of the combinatorial multiplex binding
can be justified by a simple consideration of partial charge in the
major groove of the DNA. It is interesting that electrostatic
considerations appear to be critical. However, the role of flexibility
of the side chains may also be an additional contributing factor in
determining interaction strengths. Finally, it appears that useful
potentials can be derived from DNA sequence data, if the sequence
positions of strong interactions can be identified.

Combinatorial interaction energies and their
appUcation to designing sequence search strategies
One advantage of deriving effective interaction potentials from
experimental combinatorial methods is that they can provide large
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Figure 4. Correlations of interaction energies for most favorably interacting
pairs of bases and amino acids derived from sequences with the aggregate
binding energy set averaged from values in Figure 2. Relative interaction
energies derived from base sequence frequencies for operators of bacteriophage
A. (abscissa) are plotted against aggregate relative interaction e~es (ordi
nate). The linear regression line is y = 1.2 x +0.33 x w-3; the correlation
coefficient is 0.77; P < 0.50 X }0-2.

statistical samples that should serve to smooth over less important
interactions, as well as individual errors in the data. These potential
energies directly characterize the most important interactions of
bases and amino acids, reflecting in an empirical way all categories
of interactions. The present approach counts every interaction,
including multiple interactions of a base or residue. This is
consistent with the independence of interactions reported for Cro,
A. repressor and zinc finger complexes (I ,2,7). Also, such potentials
could be derived and updated in the course of a combinatorial
binding study, and be used in an iterative fashion to direct the
actual experimental substitutions to be biased toward those most
likely to stabilize binding.
Development of efficient combinatorial sequence methods to
identify functionally important amino acid and nucleotide se
quences for binding to specific targets is proving to be a highly
significant new area of biotechnology. Such methods usually
involve exhaustive searches of large libraries of oligomeric
peptides and nucleotides, selecting for molecules with desired
binding properties or activities, followed repetitively by sequence
refmement. The eventual goal of the approach introduced here is
to provide a systematic framework for improving the efficiency of
searches over large sequence libraries. This ought ultimately to
permit expansion of the searches to include larger target regions,
and hence yield more effective binding agents. Current exhaustive
sequence searches, although impressive, are still rather limited in
the possible sizes of variable ligands.
We suggest that further details of DNA base-amino acid
potential energies could be developed, as well as energies for
RNA-protein interactions. These potentials should ultimately
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improve the efficiencies of experimental combinatorial searches,
increasing the feasible sizes and complexities of receptor and
ligand molecules. Furthermore, such simplified interaction poten
tials should prove to be useful tools for molecular design.
Applications using similar contact potentials for protein-peptide
complexes have proven useful ( 16, 17).
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